We show that simple deterministic languages are polynomial time learnable via membership queries if the learner knows a special finite set of positive examples. This finite set is called a representative sample and has been introduced by Angluin Inform. Control 51 (1981) to show that regular languages are polynomial time learnable via membership queries. If simple deterministic languages are learnable in polynomial time via membership and equivalence queries, we can obtain a representative sample of a target language in polynomial time from a correct hypothesis. Thus, our result implies that the polynomial time learning problem of simple deterministic languages via membership and equivalence queries is solvable if and only if we can find a representative sample in polynomial time via these queries. We show the learnability of simple deterministic languages by giving a learning algorithm. The algorithm, at the first stage, makes all possible candidate rules to generate the target language and a set of simple deterministic grammars which are little different each other. Then, comparing them, the algorithm eliminates inappropriate rules.
Introduction
In grammatical inference, learning via queries is of particular importance with respect to polynomial time learnability. Especially, polynomial time learnability of regular languages via queries and counterexamples [2] is a remarkable result. Following this result, various queries and learnability have been studied [3] , and several learning problems of context-free languages or their restricted languages which contain the regular languages are also examined under various conditions [7, 10, 14, 4] . In this paper, we show that simple deterministic languages are learnable via membership queries in polynomial time if the learner knows a special finite set of positive examples which is called a representative sample. Here, "polynomial time" is in the size of the grammar which generates the target language and the maximum length of the word in the representative sample. This result is an improvement of our previous work [13] on the time complexity.
The notion of a representative sample was introduced by Angluin [1] . She showed that regular languages are polynomial time learnable from membership queries and a representative sample in [1] . Here, for a deterministic finite automaton M, a representative sample Q is a finite subset of the target language L(M) such that all transition rules of M are used to accept all words in Q. In our setting, a set of finite positive examples of a simple deterministic language is defined as a representative sample if there exists a simple deterministic grammar which generates the target language and all rewriting rules of this grammar are used to generate the set. Since any simple deterministic grammar has at most |N || | rewriting rules, there exists a representative sample whose cardinality is bounded by |N || |, where |N| and | | denote the cardinality of the set of nonterminals and that of terminals of the grammar, respectively.
On the one hand, the following is easy to show: assume that simple deterministic languages are polynomial time learnable via membership and equivalence queries, then we can immediately find a representative sample of the target language from the correct hypothesis. On the other hand, we will show that if the learner does not obtain a representative sample by means of membership and equivalence queries, and guesses a hypothesis, then there always exist some counterexamples to the hypothesis. Thus, with our main result, it holds that simple deterministic languages are polynomial time learnable via membership and equivalence queries if and only if a representative sample of the target language can be found in polynomial time via these queries.
There are some related works about learning problems for simple deterministic languages or learnability with special samples a priori. Sakamoto [11] used a special set of examples similar to a representative sample to give a learning algorithm of a subclass of context-free languages which is incomparable to the class of simple deterministic languages. Ishizaka [7] showed that simple deterministic languages are polynomial time learnable from membership queries and extended equivalence queries. Here, the extended equivalence query takes a context-free grammar as an input while the target language must be only a simple deterministic language. However, the equivalence problem is unsolvable for a pair of a context-free grammar and a simple deterministic grammar in general.
Theorem 1. It is unsolvable whether
for a context-free grammar G c and a simple deterministic grammar G s .
Proof. It is unsolvable whether L(G) =
* for a context-free grammar G and the set of terminals [6] . Now, we consider a context-free grammar G such that L(G ) = {w · # | w ∈ L(G)}, where # is an end marker which is not in . Then, it is unsolvable whether L(G ) = * · # for an arbitrary context-free grammar G . The theorem follows by considering a special case where G s is a simple deterministic grammar such that L(G s ) = * · #.
In contrast, the equivalence problem of simple deterministic grammars is solvable in polynomial time. Here, for a simple deterministic grammar G = (N, , P , S) and a nonterminal A ∈ N , we define the thickness [9] of A as the length of the shortest word which is generated from A by G and the thickness of G as max{k A | k A is the thickness of A ∈ N }. Theorem 2 (Wakatsuki et al. [16, Theorem 6.1] 
Thus, it is strongly desirable to have a learning algorithm using equivalence queries instead of extended equivalence queries.
In [7] , the learner diagnoses rules of a hypothesis with an implementation of Shapiro's technique [12] . By this technique, the learner can find an incorrect rule from a hypothesis context-free grammar with a negative counterexample given by an extended equivalence query and membership queries for sub-words of the counterexample. This technique is also used in a part of our algorithm. In our algorithm, the learner makes some hypotheses in simple deterministic grammars and compares them to find out words which act as counterexamples.
In [2] , the notion of an observation table is introduced and the learner distinguishes nonterminals from each other by the table. Also, our algorithm uses an observation table to determine the equivalence between two nonterminals of a hypothesis and to check consistency of rewriting rules.
Preliminaries
A context-free grammar (CFG for short) is a 4-tuple G = (N, , P , S) where N is a finite set of nonterminals, is a finite set of terminals, P is a finite set of rewriting rules (rules for short) and S ∈ N is the start symbol. Let ε be the word whose length is 0. If there exists no rule of the form A → ε for any A( = S) ∈ N , then G is called ε-free. If G = (N, , P , S) is ε-free and any rule in P is of the form A → a then G is said to be in Greibach normal form [5] , where A ∈ N, a ∈ and ∈ N * . Moreover, a CFG G in Greibach normal form is called in 2-standard form if every rule A → a in P satisfies that | | 2. In this paper, | | denotes the length of if is a string and |W | denotes the cardinality of W if W is a set.
Let A → a be in P where A ∈ N , a ∈ and ∈ N * . Let and ∈ N * . 
wA for some w ∈ * , ∈ N * , and a nonterminal D ∈ N is said to
A CFG G is a simple deterministic grammar (SDG for short) iff there exists at most one rule which is of the form A → a for every pair of A ∈ N and a ∈ , i.e. if A → a is in P then A → a is not in P for any ∈ N * such that = [8] . We note that there exists exactly one derivation for each w ∈ L(G) in an SDG G. The language generated by an SDG is called a simple deterministic language (SDL for short). In addition, such a set P of rules is called simple deterministic. Also there exists an SDG G 2 which is in 2-standard form for every SDG G such that L(G 2 ) = L(G) [5] . Thus, we assume that every SDG is in 2-standard form throughout this paper.
For w ∈ + , proper_ pre(w) = {w ∈ + | w w = w, w ∈ + } is called a set of proper prefixes of w. For a set R, R 2 denotes the set of all concatenations of two members in R. For any other definitions, the reader is referred to [6] .
A representative sample
We define a representative sample which is a key notion of our learning algorithm. Definition 3. Let G = (N, , P , S) be an SDG such that every A ∈ N is reachable and live. Let Q be a finite subset of L(G). Then Q is a representative sample (RS for short) of G iff the following holds:
• For any A → a in P, there exists a word w ∈ Q such that S * ⇒ xA ⇒ xa * ⇒ w for some x ∈ * and ∈ N * .
From this definition, for any SDG G = (N, , P , S), there exists an RS Q such that |Q| |P |.
We note that the definition of an RS for an SDL is independent of its representation. Though it is possible that Q is an RS for an SDG G 1 and is not that of an SDG G 2 where
It implies that the teacher in our learning setting does not have to suppose a target SDG during the learning process, though we suppose a certain target SDG to construct an RS prior to our learning process.
We can find an RS of an SDG G = (N, , P , S) in time of a polynomial of |N |, | | and the thickness k of G by the following algorithm.
(1) For every A ∈ N , let gen(A) be a shortest word w ∈ * such that w ∈ L G (A), and assume that every gen(A) is fixed during this algorithm, i.e. there is a deterministic procedure gen(A) that returns a shortest word such that w ∈ L G (A) in some way. We can find gen(A) for A ∈ N in O(|P ||N |) time. Then it takes O(|P ||N | 2 ) time to find gen(A) for all A ∈ N. Let gen(a) = a for each a ∈ , and gen(
(2) For every A ∈ N, we define two words drv(A) and flw(A) as follows:
• drv(S) = ε and flw(S) = ε,
We can find drv(A) and flw(A) for every
A ∈ N in O(|N || |) time. Now, we claim that drv(A) is a word u ∈ * such that S * ⇒ G uA for some ∈ (N ∪ ) * , and flw(A) is a word gen(D 1 ) · · · gen(D k ) where = D 1 · · · D k and D i ∈ (N ∪ ) for 1 i k. (3) Then, for every rule A → aB 1 · · · B n in P, let RS A→aB 1 ···B n = drv(A) · a · gen(B 1 ) · · · gen(B n ) · flw(A). (4) Now, the set {RS A→a | A → a in P } is an RS.
Theorem 5. The time complexity of finding an RS of an SDG G = (N, , P , S) is bounded by a polynomial of |N|, | | and the thickness of G.

The main result
In the following of this paper, we assume that G h = (N h , , P h , S h ) denotes a hypothesis SDG which is guessed by the learner, L t denotes the target language which is an SDL and Q ⊆ L t denotes the RS given to the learner. In addition, we assume that
A membership query MEMBER(w) for w ∈ * on an SDL L t is defined as follows.
MEMBER(w)
Input: w ∈ * .
Output:
Clearly, we can solve a membership query in O(|x|) time for any x ∈ * and a fixed SDG G. In our learning model, it is assumed that when a learning algorithm asks a membership query, it receives in unit time the correct answer with respect to the target language L t fixed for the whole execution of the algorithm.
We say that SDLs are polynomial time learnable with membership queries and an RS if there exists an algorithm A such that for all target languages L t which are SDLs, • if membership queries asked by A are answered according to L t , and
and max{|w| | w ∈ Q}, for given Q and for any SDG
Now, we claim the main theorem.
Theorem 6. SDLs are polynomial time learnable with membership queries and an RS.
We note that any SDG which generates L t is appropriate for the above theorem. In addition, the choice of an SDG for constructing Q is independent of the learner. Thus, it is reasonable to treat the length of the longest word in Q as an independent parameter. In the following sections, we give a learning algorithm by which Theorem 6 is proved.
Strategies of the learning algorithm
Our learning algorithm can be broken down into two stages; at the first stage, the set of nonterminals and all possible candidate rules to generate the target language are found, and at the second stage, inappropriate nonterminals and rules are deleted. The output of the first stage is a CFG G all such that L t ⊆ L(G all ). Furthermore, G all is not too general: we will show that for every nonterminal A ∈ N t there is a rule in G all which corresponds to A in a very precise sense that we will define later.
The first stage of our algorithm is a rewritten form of a part of Ishizaka's algorithm [7] . We can regard the CFG G all as a hypothesis of his algorithm then we would make G all be such that L(G all ) = L t with membership queries and counterexamples.
In the second stage of our algorithm, we define a set of SDGs called base grammars. Each SDG of base grammars has a set of rules which is a subset of that of G all . The learner can eliminate inappropriate rules in G all by comparing SDGs among base grammars. Repeating these stages, incorrect SDGs are sieved out from base grammars.
The first stage is carried out by an observation table similar to [2] with the following Ishizaka's lemma. • S t * ⇒ w p · A · w s * ⇒ w, and 
Lemma 7 (Ishizaka [7, Lemma 10]). For any nonterminal
Now, we consider the following set:
Since every nonterminal in N t appears in a derivation of some word in Q at least once, R contains a 3-tuple (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ) such that (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 7 for any A ∈ N t where w 3 is a suffix of w 3 .
The set of these 3-tuples are classified by an observation table. The observation table consists of R, W and T, where • W = {y ∈ + | xyz ∈ Q, x, z ∈ * } at the beginning, and it is updated as the learning algorithm proceeds, • the function T : R × * → {0, 1} is defined as follows for r = (p r , m r , s r ) ∈ R.
here short(r) is the shortest suffix of s r such that MEMBER(p r · m r · short(r)) = 1. In Table 1 , we show an example of an observation table in our algorithm for L t = {a i b i | i 1} where Q = {aabb} and W = {a, b, aa, bb, ab, aab, abb, aabb}.
The equivalence relation = is defined for r, r ∈ R as
for any w ∈ W . Let B(r, ) = {r ∈ R | r = r}, here is the partition over R. It holds that all members in R which are of the form (ε, v, ε) are in the same equivalence class
= be the equivalence relation made from the observation table which consists of R, W 1 and T. In addition, let 2 = be the equivalence relation made from the observation table which consists of R, W 2 and T. Then, it holds that 2 is finer than or equal to 1 . Now we consider the following CFG G all with the equivalence relation =. 
where w ∈ Q. We note some properties of G all in the following.
Definition 8.
We define that (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ) ∈ R corresponds to A ∈ N t if there exists a derivation such that
where a ∈ and A j ∈ R/ (j = 0, 1, . . . , i), we define that
We note that each rule in P t is used in some derivations for a word w ∈ Q. Thus, for every A ∈ N t , there exists r A ∈ R which corresponds to A. Moreover, for every rule in G t , say A → a , there does exist a rule in P all / that corresponds to A → a .
Proof. From the definition of Q, for every A ∈ N t , there exists r ∈ R which corresponds to A. It is sufficient to prove that (B(r, ) ) for every A ∈ N t and for every r ∈ R which corresponds to A. We prove it by induction on the length of w such that w ∈ L G t (A).
Base step: For every A ∈ N t such that A → a is in P t , there exists (w 1 , a, w 2 ) ∈ R where a ∈ , w 1 , w 2 r, ) ) for every A ∈ N t , r ∈ R which corresponds to A and w ∈ + such that |w| n. For every rule A → aC 1 (B(r A , ) ).
The learning algorithm deletes inappropriate rules from P all / by the following conditions. Here, A, B, C ∈ R/ and a ∈ . This condition means that A → aBC is incorrect when BC can generate w but A cannot generate aw or vice versa.
Definition 12.
We define the following for every A ∈ R/ .
T (A) = {a ∈ | T (r, a · w) = 1 for some a · w ∈ W here A = B(r, )}, P (A) = {a ∈ | A → a is in P all / for some ∈ (R/ )
* }.
If T (A) = P (A) then A is called valid. On the other hand, if T (A) = P (A) then A is called invalid.
Suppose that = A 1 A 2 · · · A n ∈ (R/ ) + and A i ∈ R/ (i = 1, . . . , n), then is valid if A i ∈ R/ is valid for every i = 1, . . . , n. Conversely, is invalid if there exists A j ∈ R/ which is invalid for some 1 j n. Now, we assume that all rules which meet the above conditions have been removed from P all / . Then,
Condition 13. For every rule in P all / which is of the form A → a where ∈ (R/ ) + :
If is invalid then A → a should be removed from P all / .
This condition means that A → a is incorrect when contains B ∈ R/ such that B should generate a word whose first symbol is b ∈ for example, but P all / contains no rule which is of the form B → b for any ∈ (R/ ) * , or vice versa.
After A ∈ R/ is checked to be valid once, it is possible that A turns to be invalid by re-evaluation. Thus, the following process is repeated |P all / | times by the learner; (1) remove all rules which meet Condition 13 from P all / , and (2) re-evaluate whether A is valid or not with the new P all / for all A ∈ R/ then go back to the previous step. We call P all / after all the possible deletions to be reduced. Now, we claim the following lemma with the reduced P all / . This lemma means that every rule in the reduced P all / is consistent with all membership queries asked by the learner.
Lemma 14.
Let P 1 be a set consisting of one rule for each pair of A ∈ R/ and a ∈ , so that P 1 is simple deterministic. Let G 1 be an SDG such that G 1 = (R/ , , P 1 , B(r 0 , )) where r 0 = (ε, y, ε) ∈ R for some y ∈ Q. Suppose B(r, ) ∈ R/ and w ∈ W . Then, it holds that
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on the length of w.
Assume that |w| = 1, i.e. w = a ∈ . From the definition of T, if T (r, a) = 1 then it holds that T (r, u) = 0 for any u = aw ∈ W where w ∈ + . Now it holds that B(r, ) is valid, then there exists r ∈ B(r, ) which is of the form (p r , a, s 
w.
Now suppose that w = a 1 a 2 · · · a n for a i ∈ (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and this lemma holds for any u ∈ W such that |u| n − 1.
Since B(r, ) is valid, if T (r, w) = 1 then there exists r ∈ B(r, ) such that B(r , )
→ a 1 is in P all / for some ∈ (R/ ) + . Then it suffices to consider the following two cases.
(1) In the case where = B(s 1 , ) , from the assumption of this induction, it holds that For reference, we rewrite the Ishizaka's algorithm [7] in Fig. 1 . Here, an extended equivalence query ExEQU I V (G) for a hypothesis G is defined as follows.
It implies that B(r , )
∈ + such that w ∈ (L G all ( 1 ) − L G all ( 2 )) ∪ (L G all ( 2 ) − L G all ( 1 )),
ExEQU I V (G)
Input: a CFG G.
Finding appropriate rules in polynomial time
Assume that we have obtained = such that, for any pair of r 1 ∈ R and r 2 ∈ R, • if r 1 corresponds to A 1 ∈ N t , and r 2 corresponds to A 2 ∈ N t , where A 1 = A 2 , then B(r 1 , ) = B(r 2 , ), and • if both of r 1 and r 2 correspond to A 1 ∈ N t , then B(r 1 , ) = B(r 2 , ). We can easily find a correct SDG by the following straightforward process. 
Unfortunately, the time complexity of such an enumeration is bounded by O(2 |P all / | ) time because k = O(2 |P all / | ). In the following, we describe a sophisticated procedure for finding a correct equivalence relation = and selecting an appropriate SDG from G all in polynomial time.
Let A ∈ R/ and a ∈ . Assume an order over all members in P all / denoted by P , arbitrarily. Let P (A, a) be a rule A → a in P all / such that P (A, a) P A → a for any 
fill the observation table and define the equivalence relation =; delete incorrect rules from P all / by Conditions 10, 11 and 13; if (ExEQU I V (G all ) = 1) then output G all and terminate; else let w be a counterexample; endif until forever end. Fig. 1 . Ishizaka's learning algorithm [7] .
an SDG such that
where w ∈ Q. Then, let G be the set of SDGs such that
In words, when building G(A → a ), we remove nondeterminism of G for rules of the form A → a while leaving all possibilities in G on other pairs. G contains all the grammars that can be obtained from G by reducing a bit of nondeterminism in this way. In other words, G contains at least one SDG which contains A → a for every rule A → a in P all / . We call G the set of base grammars (base grammars for short). In Fig. 2 , we show an example of base grammars. We can express SDGs constructed by selecting one rule from P all / for every pair of A ∈ R/ and a ∈ in the at most | ||R| dimensional cube such that • every axis corresponds to a pair of a nonterminal and a terminal, • every cross point represents an SDG. Then, base grammars consist of G 0 and SDGs along with every axis.
On base grammars, the learner checks • the equivalence of L G 1 (A) and L G 2 (A) for every A ∈ R/ and every pair of G 1 , G 2 ∈ G such that G 1 = G 2 . Here, from Theorem 2, we cannot only effectively check equivalences of two SDGs but also, in the case of inequivalence, effectively produce a witness of inequivalence which is a word of polynomial length.
The thickness of any G ∈ G is less than or equal to the length of the longest word in Q from the previous Lemma 14. Thus, any equivalence checking in G terminates in polynomial time of |R/ |, | | and the length of the longest word in Q from Theorem 2. In addition, we can obtain a witness whose length is bounded by the same polynomial for every inequivalent pair of SDGs in G.
We claim the following lemmas concerning to the above checking procedure and G.
Lemma 15. After applying the algorithm in Theorem
for every A ∈ R/ and every pair of
Proof. It suffices to show that if the assumption of this lemma is satisfied, it holds that w ∈ L G (B(r A , ) ) ⇐ ⇒ w ∈ L G t (A) for every A ∈ N t , G ∈ G and r A ∈ R which corresponds to A. We prove this claim by induction on the length of w ∈ * .
Base step: Assume that w = a ∈ , i.e. |w| = 1. For any rule A → a in P t , there exists B(r A , ) → a in P all / which corresponds to A → a. In addition, T (r A , a) = 1 from Lemma 14. It implies that, for any ∈ (R/ ) + , there is no rule which is of the form B(r A , ) → a in P all / . Conversely, if A → a is not in P t then T (r A , a) = 0. It implies that B(r A , ) → a is not in P all / from Lemma 14. Thus, the claim holds.
Induction step: Let |w| = n and w = a 1 a 2 · · · a n , where a i ∈ for 1 i n. Assume that this claim holds for any w ∈ + such that |w | n − 1.
For any rule A → a 1 in P t , there exists a rule B(r A , ) → a 1 1 in P all / which corresponds to A → a 1 where (1 i k) . Now, from the assumption of this induction, it holds that
for any G ∈ G. Let G j ∈ G be an SDG whose rule set contains B(r A , ) → a 1 1 . Then it holds that (B(r A , ) ).
From the assumption of this lemma,
L G i (B(r A , )) = L G j (B(r A , ))
for any pair of SDGs G i , G j ∈ G. Thus it holds that
for any A ∈ N t , G ∈ G and r A ∈ R which corresponds to A. 
The new partition is finer than .
Proof. Assume that this lemma does not hold. Then = and any rule in P all / is not deleted by Conditions 10, 11 or 13. Thus, P all / = P all / holds. It implies that G 1 and G 2 are in the new set of base grammars.
Algorithm the SDL learning algorithm; INPUT : a nR SQ of L t ; OUTPUT : a hypothesis SDG G h ; begin R := {(x, y, z) | z ∈ * , x, y ∈ + , x · y · z ∈ Q} ∪ {(ε, w, ε) | w ∈ Q}; W := {y ∈ + | x, z ∈ * , x · y · z ∈ Q}; G := ∅; repeat fill the observation table and define the equivalence relation =; delete incorrect rules from P all / by Conditions 10, 11 and 13; find P (A, a) for all A ∈ R/ and a ∈ ; make the set G of base grammars; W := ∅; for every pair of
such that |w| is bounded by a polynomial; Without loss of generality, we assume that (B(r A , ) ) implies that T (r A , w) = 0 in the new observation table. It is a contradiction. Thus, this lemma holds.
From the above two lemmas, we can find an appropriate W by checking the equivalences among SDGs in G. Now, we show the whole learning algorithm in Fig. 3. 
Time complexity
Lemma 17. The algorithm in Fig. 3 terminates in time polynomial in |N t |, | |, |Q| and the length of the longest word in Q.
Proof. We denote the length of the longest word in Q by l Q . At the beginning of the learning algorithm, • each of |R| and |W | is at most 1 2 l Q (l Q + 1)|Q|, and • |P all / | is at most |R|l Q which is O(l 3 Q |Q|). Finding the value of T of an observation table for r ∈ R and w ∈ W takes at most l Q + |w| time, here w is the longest word in W. Thus, filling an observation table takes at most |R||W |(l Q + |w|) time. Also, the equivalence class B(r, ) for every r ∈ R is established in O(|R||W |(l Q + |w|)) time.
Obviously, |P all / | |P all |, thus the time complexity of the deletion procedure for P all / is as follows:
• To check Condition 10 takes at most |P all / ||W | 2 |R| 2 time.
• To check Condition 11 takes at most |P all / |(2|W | 2 |R| 3 ) time.
• To check Condition 13 takes at most |P all / |(|R/ ||W |+|R/ ||P all / |+|R/ ||P all / |). This is because, for every A ∈ R/ , to find T (A) takes at most |W | time and to find P (A) takes at most |P all / | time. It takes at most |P all / | time to get P (A, a) for every pair of A ∈ R/ and a ∈ . Thus it takes O(|P all / |) time to generate G and |G| is at most |P all / |. The size of every grammar in G is bounded by |P all / | because the set of nonterminals and the set of rules are subsets of R/ and P all / , respectively. In addition, the thickness of any SDG G = (N, , P , S) ∈ G is bounded by l Q because, for every nonterminal A ∈ N , there exists at least one word w ∈ Q such that A can generate some sub-word of w.
The time complexity to find w
for every pair of G 1 and G 2 in G and every A ∈ R/ is bounded by
here f EQ is the time complexity of the equivalence checking procedure for SDGs in Theorem 2. Then it holds that f EQ is bounded by a polynomial of |R|, | | and l Q . The size of |W | is bounded by a polynomial of |P all / |, |R|, | | and l Q . Also, the length of the longest word in W can be bounded by a polynomial of |R|, | | and l Q from Theorem 2. Thus, the length of the longest word in W denoted by |w| is bounded by a polynomial of |R|, | | and l Q . Here, the main loop of the learning algorithm is executed at most |R|l Q times because of |P all | |R|l Q and Lemma 16. Thus, |W | is bounded by a polynomial of |R| and |w|.
Lemma 18. The algorithm in Fig. 3 outputs a correct hypothesis for L t .
Proof. When the algorithm terminates, it holds that W = ∅. It implies that the hypothesis grammar is correct from Lemma 15.
Summarizing the above all, we have proved Theorem 6.
Conclusions and remarks
In this paper, we have shown that SDLs are polynomial time learnable with membership queries and an RS. It should be strongly noted that the equivalence problem for a pair of SDGs in our learning algorithm is polynomial time solvable (Theorem 2), though the extended equivalence problem for a pair of a CFG and an SDG in Ishizaka's learning algorithm [7] is unsolvable (Theorem 1). The set of SDLs called base grammars is the key idea in our polynomial time learning algorithm.
From Theorem 5, we claim that if SDLs are polynomial time learnable via membership and equivalence queries, then an RS of the target language can be found in polynomial time via membership and equivalence queries. Conversely, from Theorem 6, we claim that if an RS of an SDL can be found in polynomial time via membership and equivalence queries, then SDLs are polynomial time learnable via these queries. Thus, the following holds.
Theorem 19. SDLs are polynomial time learnable via membership and equivalence queries if and only if an RS of the target language can be found in polynomial time via membership and equivalence queries.
Indeed, there exists an adversary as follows. Suppose that the learner guesses a hypothesis G h when the set of positive sample words obtained by membership and equivalence queries is not an RS for L t . Then, there exists at least one rule for every SDG which generates L t such that the rule is not needed for generating any positive sample word ever obtained by membership and equivalence queries. We call such a rule a veiled rule. If L(G h ) = L t then the adversary replies with a counterexample w
then the adversary switches the target language L t to L(G h ) where G h is the SDG obtained by deleting a veiled rule from the set of rules of G h . Then, the adversary replies with a counterexample whose derivation by G h contains a veiled rule.
We note that our learning algorithm via membership queries and an RS does not work with a partial representative sample. Even if a proper subset of an RS is given, our learning algorithm cannot output an SDG whose rules correspond to the set of rules in P t which is covering all necessary rules to generate the subset. Thus we cannot obtain a learning algorithm with membership and equivalence queries by simple extension of our algorithm.
Considering PAC [15] learnability is an interesting problem. Suppose a probability distribution on * and Pr(w) which is the probability for w ∈ * . We can define the probability for every rule A → a in P t as follows: That is to say, Pr(A → a ) is an appearing probability of A → a when a sample word is given. Now, let d = min{Pr(A → a ) | A → a in P t }, then the probability that the rule A → a does not appear in derivations of m samples which are chosen independently is bounded by (1 − d) m . There are |P t | rules, thus a set of m samples which satisfies
is an RS with probability at least 1 − . Let m > We also have no simple extension method for our learning algorithm via membership queries and an RS to a polynomial time PAC learning algorithm without d and |P t |. That is, we have not found a procedure to get a complete RS from polynomial examples without d and |P t |.
We believe that our technique can be useful for learning other classes of deterministic languages.
